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Purevent are a brand of M&M services, a mechanical 
engineering company founded in 2000 and currently with 
headquarters in Newry and Dublin allowing us to cover a large 
business area and cover the needs of our growing customer 
base. The purevent brand was created within the company 
to recognise our specialisation in commercial ventilation 
including ventilation for catering establishments such as 
fast food outlets, casual dining and fine dining. Over the last 
number of years we have been heavily involved within the 
catering ventilation sector in Ireland including grease and 
odour control and through our years of experience we are 
able to apply this knowledge to offer your customer the best 
ventilation system for their kitchen.

The importance of an effective ventilation and filtration system 
in the customers kitchen, takeaway or restaurant cannot be 
understated, effective ventilation creates a safe workplace for 
staff and a comfortable and pleasant atmosphere for diners. To 
deliver the best possible solution to the client we get involved 
right from the design stage and after the project is complete 

we can offer preventative maintenance packages to make sure 
the system keeps working as designed. We understand that 
each kitchen is different, locations differ, cuisine and cooking 
styles differ which is why each system we specify is bespoke 
to that job to meet that particular set of requirements.

DEFRA guidelines in the UK and stringent planning 
requirements in Southern Ireland in regard to air pollution 
and commercial catering extract ventilations contribution 
to air pollution levels can be a minefield for any customer, 
contractor or designer. Grease, odour and particularly smoke 
with the growing trend of solid fuel cooking are a considerable 
contributor to air pollution in towns and cities throughout 
Ireland, dealing with this and removing it requires specialist 
technologies and knowledge to implement them, Since our 
company inception we have been involved heavily in the grease 
and odour control filtration business, that experience can 
help guide you or your customer to make sure they meet the 
required filtration levels and their kitchen is fully compliant.

PUREVENT: WHAT WE DO
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Smart Vent  
Air Handling Unit 
SV-AHU

KEY FEATURES
- Air handling units allow for remote situating of 

equipment
- Fresh air air handlers can incorporate media filters, 

heating coils and cooling coils
- Extract air handlers can include grease odour and 

smoke control filtration
- Air handling units can include smart controls to save 

energy

DESCRIPTION
Pure Vent Air Handling Units can be situated remotely 
from the cooking kitchens spaced over multiple floors. 
These systems can include fresh air with filtration, 
heating and cooling and on the extract they can include 
ESP units, UV-0 and UV-C and carbon to remove grease 
and odour control and also heat recovery.

UP TO 50% 
ENERGY SAVING!
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Fire Rated Duct  
& Hi Temp Fans 
FRDHTF-PV

Fire rated ducting: 

Once a kitchen extract system exits the fire rated compartment 
of the kitchen and passes through other areas of the building it 
needs to be either of the following:

• Duct should be fire rated including insulation to the same 
rating as the compartment that it breaches.

• The extract duct should be boxed into a fire rated service void 
that houses the duct and no other services.

Our fire rated duct systems can be fire rated up to four hours 
and can be certified to BS 476 Part 24 or EN 1366 depending 
on site requirements. Safe 4 approved.

High temperature centrifugal fans: 

With standard fans mounted within the extract air stream the 
motor and impeller can be exposed to elevated temperatures 
and large volumes of grease which over time can burn the 
motor out.

A high temperature fan has a centrifugal impeller with the 
motor mounted behind in a thermally insulated enclosure to 
protect it from the grease and high temperatures which helps 
prolong the motor life.

Using a high temperature centrifugal fans has the following 
benefits:

• Centrifugal fans are generally quieter due to the impeller 
design.

• Centrifugal fans are capable of delivering required airflows 
against much larger external static pressures associated with 
canopy extract systems and specifically grease and odour 
filtration systems.

• Having the motor in a separate enclosure away from the 
grease means it is easier for a service engineer to work on the 
fan as it is not coated in grease.

• Using variable speed drives along with a high temperature 
centrifugal fan increases fan efficiencies at part load and 
allows for infinite speed adjustment.

• We can also offer fans with EC motors as opposed to an AC 
motor which can offer up to 20% greater efficiencies at part 
load than an AC motor fan.

APPROVED INSTALLER







Notes Notes
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